LET US SHOW YOU AROUND
YOUR RELOCATION ISLAND TOUR BY PROPERTY CAYMAN

JENNIFER POWELL
Rentals & Project Management
c. 345.917.8335 | jennifer.powell@remax.ky
o. 345.949.6170 | propertycayman.com

Team Property Cayman

Book Now

Team Property Cayman has successfully assisted hundreds

If you are relocating to Grand Cayman or know someone who

of individuals and families relocate here over the past 15

is, our ½ day familiarization tour is only CI$250 per person*.

years. Led by Jennifer Powell, a true ambassador for the

Upon successfully securing accommodation, this fee will be

Cayman Islands, our relocation and rental department aims

reimbursed or donated to a local charity of your choice.

to provide complete transparency and tips on securing the

*Fee includes refreshments, lunch and all printed relocation material.

perfect rental property.
SEE REVERSE
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Your Personal Tour
Property Cayman is a boutique real estate consultancy, now
proudly offering a unique island familiarization tour for new
residents to Cayman. The tour provides a holistic overview
of ‘island living’ to enable newcomers to settle in as quickly
and easily as possible. We will show all key areas of Grand
Cayman and discuss important topics like where to buy
groceries, how to set up utilities and of course, finding a car
and suitable rental accommodations. Everything one can

clients secure the perfect rental accommodation. Team
Property Cayman aims to provide the utmost level of
customer service and genuine care when helping individuals
relocate to Cayman. We work closely with HR departments
to complement the relocation benefits package, enhance
new employees’ understanding of the island, the culture,
lifestyle and of course - the real estate market!

Weekly Tours

expect or need to know will be covered in this informative,

Tours are scheduled every Wednesday from 9:00 to

yet informal tour.

11:30am, with a maximum of 3 persons per tour. Tours must
be scheduled and confirmed no less than 14 days prior.

Making It Easy
We understand the frustrations that newcomers
experience when arriving on island. We want to help make

The starting location of the tour will be determined and
communicated 7 days in advance. A flexible schedule may be
arranged, based on availability.

the transition as seamless as possible and ultimately help
SEE REVERSE

